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Abstract
This paper represents the optimization of diverse parameters of resistance spot welding. The
experimental research was performed under various strains, welding cutting-edge, stress,
and welding time. In this investigation the quality feature (tensile electricity) has been taken
into consideration the use of Taguchi approach. The experimental studies were carried out
various welding currents, weld and preserve times for joining sheets.
Keywords: resistance spot welding; taguchi approach; orthogonal array, tensile power.
INTRODUCTION
Resistance spot welding (RSW) is a firstrate sheet metal turning into a member of
system in many industries, along with the
car, domestic home equipment, air craft.
There are 3000-6000 spot welds in any
automobile, which suggests the degree
importance of the resistance spot welding.
RSW has tremendous techno-economic
benefits which consist of low price,
immoderate production charge and
flexibility for automation which make it an
attractive preference for car-frame
assemblies, truck cabins, rail motors and
domestic gadget. [1] Its miles one of the
oldest of the electrical welding methods in
use through industry these days. Moreover,
different
steel-to-steel
connections,
consisting of cord-to-wire joints in the
electronics industry, are accomplished by
means of resistance spot welding.
Software-unique measures, including the
diameter of the welding spot, determine
the pleasant of the joint. The weld is made
by using a combination of warmth,
pressure, and time. Because the call
implies, it uses the resistance of the
materials to the go with the flow of
modern-day that reasons localized heating
between the parts to be joined. Information
of physical mechanisms for easily
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manipulating and controlling weld
characteristics in advance is important.[2]
TAGUCHI APPROACH
Its miles an effective device for the design
of high excellent systems. It affords
simple, efficient and systematic method to
optimize designs for performance, great
and fee [3]. Taguchi technique can be
effectively used for designing a gadget that
operates constantly and optimally over a
selection of situations. To determine the
excellent design it requires using
strategically
designed
experiments.
Taguchi technique to design of
experiments
is
straightforward
to
undertake and follow for users with
restricted know-how of data; for this
reason it has gained huge popularity inside
the engineering and clinical community [45]. The favored welding parameters are
decided based on revel in & books.
Steps of Taguchi approach are as
follows:
 Identification of the principle feature,
to be optimized and its side
consequences and failure mode.
 Identity of noise factors, testing
conditions and pleasant traits.
 Identity of the primary function to be
optimized.
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 Identification the manipulate elements
and their ranges.
 Choice of orthogonal array and matrix
test.
 Undertaking the matrix test.
 Reading the records and prediction of
the optimal degree.
 Figuring out the contribution of the
parameters at the performance.
 Acting the verification test and
planning the destiny action. [6]
This observes is an experimental design
system referred to as the Taguchi layout
technique. Taguchi design, advanced
through Dr. Genichi Taguchi, is a set of
methodologies via which the inherent
variability of materials and manufacturing
techniques can be taken into consideration
at the design degree [7]. Although just like
layout of test (DOE), the Taguchi design
handiest
conducts
the
balanced
(orthogonal) experimental mixtures, which
makes the Taguchi design even greater
powerful than a fractional factorial layout.
with the aid of the usage of the Taguchi
strategies, industries are capable of
significantly lessen product improvement
cycle time for both design and
manufacturing,
consequently
saving
charges and increasing income. Taguchi
proposed that engineering optimization of
a technique or product should be
completed in a three-step approach:
machine layout, parameter layout, and
tolerance design. In system layout, the
engineer applies medical and engineering
understanding to provide a basic
purposeful prototype layout. The goal of
the design [8] is to optimize the settings of
the procedure parameter values for
improving overall performance traits and
to pick out the product parameter values
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the usage of the most useful system
parameters.
The parameter design is the key step inside
the Taguchi method for reaching excessive
best without increasing value. the steps
blanketed within the Taguchi parameter
layout are: selecting the right orthogonal
array (OA) in line with the numbers of
controllable factors (parameters); jogging
experiments based totally on the OA;
reading information; identifying the
choicest situations; and conducting
affirmation runs the use of the ideal
degrees of the parameters. the main effects
imply the general fashion of have an
impact on of each parameter. know-how of
the contribution of individual parameters is
the key for identifying the nature of the
manipulate to be exercised on a
manufacturing procedure.[9] analysis of
variance (ANOVA) is the statistical
treatment most typically carried out to the
outcomes of the experiments to determine
the percentage contribution of every
parameter in opposition to a stated degree
of confidence [10]. Taguchi suggests two
unique routes for wearing out the entire
evaluation.
Inside
the
fashionable
technique the results of a single run or the
common of the repetitive runs are
processed thru the primary effect and
ANOVA. The second one approach, which
Taguchi strongly recommends for multiple
runs, is to use the signal-to-noise (S/N)
ratio for the same steps inside the
evaluation.[11]
Circuit diagram of spot Welding
There are 3 foremost parameters which
control the high-quality of spot welding.
Diagrammatically shown in diagram:
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Effect of welding modern-day
Current controls the warmth which
generated in keeping with the equation Q
= I2 Rt. this suggests that the modern has
more affected on the quantity of heat
generated Tensile shear electricity will
increase rapidly with growing current
density. Excessive contemporary density
will cause molten steel expulsion
(resulting in inner voids), weld cracking,

and lower mechanical electricity homes.
Typical versions in shear power of spot
welds as a characteristic of cutting-edge
value are shown in diagram 2. In the case
of spot welding excessive modern-day will
overheat the base steel and bring about
deep indentations in the components and,
it will reason overheating and fast
deterioration of the electrodes.

Fig 2. Effect of welding current on spot weld shear strength
3
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Impact of welding pressure
Welding strain is produced via the force
exerted on the joint by means of the
electrodes.
Electrode
pressure
is
considered to be the internet dynamic
pressure of the electrodes upon the
paintings, and its miles the consequent
strain produced with the aid of this
pressure that impacts the touch resistance.
Because the stress is elevated, the contact
resistance and the warmth generated at the
interface will lower. To growth the heat to
the previous degree, amperage or weld

time need to be extended to make amends
for the reduced resistance. The surfaces of
metal components, on a microscopic scale,
are a series of peaks and valleys. Whilst
they are subjected to mild strain, the actual
metallic-to-steel touch might be best at the
contacting peaks, a small percent of the
location.
Experimental process
The outcomes have been recorded as
proven and analysis the tensile electricity
of the welded specimen.

Fig 3.Schemantic diagram of welding specimen

Fig 4.Tensile strength Test specimen and test method
Evaluation of S/N Ratio based On
Taguchi method
Taguchi recommends analyzing statistics
the use of the S/N ratio that will offer two
4

advantages;; it gives steering for choice
the most suitable degree primarily based
on least variant around at the common
value, which closest to goal, and
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additionally it gives objective contrast of
two sets of experimental statistics with
recognize to deviation of the average from
the target. The experimental results are
analyzed to analyze the main outcomes.
In step with Taguchi technique, S/N ratio
is the ratio of “signal” representing perfect
value, i.e. mean of output traits and the
“noise” representing the undesirable value
i.e., squared deviation of the output
characteristics. It‟s miles denoted by η and
the unit is dB. The S/N ratio is used to
degree great function and it's also used to
measure significant welding parameters.
EVALUATION
OF
VARIANCE
(ANOVA)
ANOVA is a statistically primarily based,
objective selection-making tool for
detecting any differences within the
common performance of organizations of
gadgets tested. ANOVA enables in
formally checking out the significance of
all predominant elements and their
interactions through evaluating the imply
rectangular in opposition to an estimate of
the experimental mistakes at particular
confidence degrees.
CONCLUSION
The subsequent conclusions could be
drawn from the existing investigation.
The experimental effects display that the
proper section of the input parameters are:
medium contemporary,medium stress and
excessive conserving time.
The reaction of S/N ratio with admire to
tensile power suggests the welding cuttingedge to be the mostsizable parameter that
controls the weld tensile electricity
where‟s the holding time and pressure
arecomparatively much less extensive in
this regard.
The contribution of welding modern
conserving time and strain in the direction
of tensile power is 61%,28.7percentand
5

4% respectively as determined by using
the ANOVA approach
Most advantageous effects were found by
way of taguchi technique the use of
medium contemporary of 6.eight KA,
medium pressure of 0.79KPa and
excessive protecting time of five seconds.
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